
Developing Resilient Children:  Earlier this year, our school held a parent forum facilitated 

by The Resilience Project’s, Martin Heppell. During his presentation, Martin emphasised the importance 

of parents allowing their children to experience failure to support their child’s resiliency development.  

I recently came across the following article about ‘Concierge Parents’: ‘Profoundly dangerous': A         

generation at risk from 'concierge parents' Jordan Baker, Sydney Morning Herald, March 24, 2019 

One parent was so upset about their child's assessment that they paid an outside tutor to remark the 

essay and demanded the school use the rival result, which was one point higher. 

Then there was the mother who wrote to a school offering to sit detention on her daughter's behalf,   

arguing she was the one who was late to wash the forgotten uniform, so she would accept the           

punishment. They are among a legion of Sydney parents rushing to rescue their children from everyday 

challenges and minor failures such as a spat with a mate, a talking-to from their teacher, or a forgotten 

history assignment. Some dub them snowploughs, because they remove obstacles from their child's path. 

But the principal of St Catherine's School in Waverley, Julie Townsend, prefers the term 'concierge    

parents'. "They are there at a little desk waiting for any problems, and sort them out," she said. The   

United States scandal over parents bribing officials to admit their children to exclusive colleges is an    

extreme form of the parenting trend, but it has been on the rise in Australia too, according to principals 

of Sydney schools. "I have seen quite a significant change," says Jenny Allum, who has been principal of 

SCEGGS Darlinghurst for more than two decades. "They expect [their children] to have fewer hurdles 

and more accolades, more opportunities, more recognition." 

Timothy Wright, headmaster of Shore School, has noticed more parents querying team selections, or 

essay marks, or invitations. "I think some parents are more anxious about managing their children for  

ongoing success than they are about ongoing learning," he said. "The notion that 'my child must always 

succeed' is profoundly dangerous. “It creates students that are too fragile to accept feedback. "They can't 

cope when a teacher says, 'you need more reasoning here', or 'this is unclear'," said Dr Wright. The   

Principals emphasised that the vast majority of parents were sensible. Concierge parents made up "maybe 

10 per cent of families," says Dr Townsend. "But they take up 90 per cent of your time." Students need 

challenges at school to prepare them for adulthood. "Children should experience failure in order to learn 

that there are habits of mind and characteristics of personality that enable them to struggle and          

persevere," said Dr Wright. Amid growing concerns about the long-term impact of parental intervention, 

schools are beginning to act. Last year, Wenona School ruled that forgotten items ferried to school by 

parents would stay in reception until the end of the day. The student might get detention for forgetting, 

but "it only happens once or twice and then even the vaguest child tends to focus a little more," wrote 

Principal Briony Scott in a newsletter to parents. 
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Similarly, an unwashed uniform would not be an excuse. "From year 7 onwards, I expect a young woman 

to be able to do her own washing," she wrote. "The only way we can teach young people that parents 

are not their slaves nor their secretaries, and to reinforce that they themselves are really quite capable, 

is to allow young people to become capable." 

The NSW Department of Education issued a parent code of conduct last year. St Catherine's also issued 

its own version, explaining that parents should treat teachers respectfully, and that repeated breaches 

might result in a ban from school premises. "It gives the teachers the opportunity to say to parents, 'your 

behaviour is not acceptable'," said Dr Townsend. For SCEGGS, the focus is education. "Our deputy  

principal [Holly Gyton] told year seven parents she wanted to leave them with one word - wobble," said 

Ms Allum. "'When you were teaching them to ride a bike, they wobbled. Let them wobble'." 

'Concierge parenting' is not confined to private schools - many government schools report it too - but it 

is "often the domain of the educated and the anxious," said Judith Locke, author of The Bonsai Child. 

"The more education you get, the more fearful you are of minor things affecting children - the long term 

effect of not getting onto the netball team. When you have hyper-vigilance about what your child is going 

through, you are more likely to protect them from problematic events. 

"We think self-esteem is about a perfect life and being happy. But really, it's believing you can cope with 

whatever's coming up in the future." Parents accustomed to saving their children tend not to stop once 

the child has finished high school. Dr Locke has heard stories of parents ringing university lecturers, and 

even workplaces to sort out problems for their children. 

Since 2014, Sydney University has published a newsletter for parents, which has had a "very positive   

response," said a university spokesperson. Karen Porter, a single mother of three boys, decided three 

years ago that she was carrying too much of the domestic load. Since then, each boy has been            

responsible for cooking one meal a week, and they all pitch in with the cleaning and laundry. They are 

also responsible for managing their school, homework and extra-curricular activities. She believes it is 

important for them to become resourceful and self-sufficient. "I reasoned that at the age of 12 I was 

cooking, so there was no reason they couldn't do it," she said. "The more that they buy into the idea 

that we are all a team, the better it will be for their relationships in the future." 

 

I hope you’re having a wonderful week. 

 

Lena Clark 



PARENTING MATTERS ... 

DONVDONVALE PRIMARY SCHOOL  - A KIDS MATTER SCHOOL 

PARENTING IDEAS 
Encourage kids to help at home (every day without pay) 

by Michael Grose 

Confident kids are competent kids. Past experience has taught them that they can be successful. The  

easiest (and most neglected way) to help develop competency is to give kids opportunities to help out at 

home. Don’t overburden them with jobs. Sensibly allocate chores according to their age, interests and 

study requirements. 

Expect children and young people to help without being paid. 

Provide pocket money, but avoid linking it to chores. Helping in exchange for money develops in children 

a notion of ‘What’s in it for me?’ which is a self-centred view of life. 

However many parents tell me that they can’t get their kids to help unless they pay them. Those parents 

have made a rod for their own backs. It’s time for a change of tune. Don’t wait until they are old enough 

to help. Start now, regardless of age. Toddlers and teens and all ages in between should be expected to 

chip in and help. 

The term ‘chore’ definitely has an image problem. Use the term ‘help’ as it is easier on the ear and really 

does indicate what you want from your kids. 

 

Here are eight ideas to help you get your kids to help out at home without being paid: 

1.  Keep jobs real 

Kids can sense it when parents give them jobs to keep them busy. Make sure the jobs you apportion 

make a real contribution to their own the family’s well-being. 

2.  Balance the personal chores with family jobs 

Chores are generally divided into two areas. Jobs such as keeping a bedroom tidy benefits a child and 

jobs such as setting the table benefit the family. By doing this kids learn to contribute positively to family-

life. 

3.  Place more difficult tasks on a roster 

The children can refer to it when needed, which takes the load off you and removes the need to remind 

them. Rotate the unpleasant tasks frequently. And here’s the key to making rosters work – place yourself 

on the roster too! Kids are generally more willing to help when you as a parent are involved. 

4.  Use Grandma’s principle to make sure jobs are done 

Grandma’s principle means you do the less pleasant tasks first. That is, make sure jobs are finished before 

mealtimes or before starting pleasant activities such as watching television. 

5.  Avoid doing jobs for children 

When children get the message that no one will do their jobs for them they will be more likely to help 

out. 
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6.  Show your appreciation for their help 

Make a fuss when they help so they know that their contribution to the family is valued. If you do it often 

enough they may even show their appreciation for all you do for them! 

7.  Keep your standards high 

Don’t accept half-hearted efforts or half-completed jobs. If you think your child is capable of putting the 

cat food back in the fridge and placing the spoon in the dishwasher then insist that he or she does just 

that, rather than leaving the cat food on the sink. A job properly done is valued in the world of work, 

which they will eventually enter. 

8.  Rebrand the term ‘chore’ as ‘help’ 

The term ‘chore’ definitely has an image problem. Use the term ‘help’ as it is easier on the ear and really 

does indicate what you want from your kids. 

 



August 

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 

5 

2.00-3.00: Grade 3/4 Gym 

 

6 

Grade 5-6 Hooptime 

 

7 

2.00-3.00:  Grade 1/2 Gym 

Lunchtime: Girl’s Choir   

Auditions in the Music Room 

8 

Foundation ‘100 day’ of 

school celebration 

9 

Parents Association Meal Deal Day 

- croissants 

 

12 

2.00-3.00: Grade 3/4 Gym 

 

13 

All day:  Grade 5/6 

Scienceworks excursion 

14 

2.00-3.00:  Grade 1/2 Gym 

 

15 

 

 

16 

 

 

19 

BOOK WEEK  

House athletics 

20 21 

All day:  SSS Choir at       

rehearsals  

2.00-3.00:  Grade 1/2 Gym 

22 

Book Parade and Incursion 

23 

26 

2.00-3.00: Grade 3/4 Gym 

After school:  Lamont Book 

Fair 

27 

Before and after school:  

Lamont Book Fair 

 

28 

2.00-3.00:  Grade 1/2 Gym 

Before and after school:  

Lamont Book Fair 

29 

Father’s Day stall 

30 

September 

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

2 

2.00-3.00: Grade 3/4 Gym 

3 

 

4 

 

5 

 

6 

 

7 

9 

 

 

 

10 

 

11 

Production dress       

rehearsal and photos at 

school 

12 

All day: SSS Choir 

rehearsal at Hisense 

Arena 

13 

All day: SSS Choir 

rehearsal at Hisense 

Arena and          

performance (7.30) 

14 

7pm: SSS          

performance 

 

16 

Production rehearsal at 

Yarra Valley Grammar 

 

 

17 

District athletics 

7.30pm: Production 

18 

7.30pm: Production 

 

 

 

19 

 

20 

Last day Term 3 - 

2.30 dismissal 

Parents Association 

Meal Deal Day - Hot 

dog 

21 



GENERAL 

 

QUOTE OF THE WEEK 

Parent Opinion Survey: Our school is conducting a survey to find out what parents think of our 

school. The Parent Opinion Survey is an annual survey offered by the Department of Education and 

Training that is conducted amongst a sample of randomly selected parents. It is designed to assist schools 

in gaining an understanding of parents’ perceptions of school climate, student behaviour and student    

engagement. Our school will use the survey results to help inform and direct future school planning and 

improvement strategies. Approximately 30 per cent of our parents have been invited to participate in this 

year’s survey. If you are one such parent, your time in completing the survey would be greatly             

appreciated. We are always on a journey of continuous improvement so feedback about what we are  

doing well as well as what you feel we could do better, would be appreciated.  All responses to the     

survey are anonymous and are due by 11th August.  

School drop off/pick up zone and driveway 

Please be mindful of our rules for our school drop off/pick up zone and driveway.  If you are dropping 

your child off, please do not linger in the drop off zone as this does cause a back up of cars behind you 

and also makes it difficult for other cars to go around you.  The idea of the drop off/pick up zone is to 

keep the traffic flowing freely.   

At the end of our driveway is a pedestrian crossing across the driveway.  Please note that this has a STOP 

sign on either side, this means STOP and be on the 

lookout for children and or parents crossing over.  We 

cannot stress this enough as we do not want a tragedy 

to happen. 



BOOK WEEK COMING UP ... 

Lost Bomber Jacket 

Adele S in FF has lost her bomber jacket. Please check the label on your child’s jacket.   Thank you 

Book Week 

Donvale Primary School likes to celebrate our love of books and reading by having special events to    

coincide with Book Week each year. This year the theme is ‘Reading is my secret power’. Our costume 

parade, activity rotation and performance will all be on the one day; Thursday 22nd August.  

 

Costume Parade: 

Children are invited to come to school dressed as a book character.     

Parents are welcome to join in on the fun with their own costumes if they 

wish. The parade will commence at approximately 9am and will conclude at 

approximately 9:50am. 

 

Activity Rotations: 

The children will then participate in activities based on the short listed books 

for 2019. They will work in multi-age groups with two staff members. This 

day produces some wonderful displays for our Library, as well as exposing 

children to fabulous books and the opportunity of working in multi-aged    

cooperative groups.  

 

Performance: 

We have a performance from Perform Education with ‘Big Dreams’ this year. The performance will     

include excerpts from 4 short listed books, all with the common theme of resilience. Students will be   

introduced to many of these books prior to the performance so that they can actively contribute to the 

show. The cost for this performance is $7.00 and was included in the Term 3 Bulk Billing this year.  

 

Book Fair: 

The Book Fair will run from Monday 26th after school until Wednesday 28th.  It is a wonderful opportuni-

ty to support the growth and variety of books in our library. A portion of funds from purchased books 

will go towards the school library.  

See you at our Book 

Fair Monday 26th to 

Wednesday 28th 



MATHS FUN AT HOME - Mr Reiter, Maths co-ordinator 

Numbers  
Find a reason why each one does not belong. 

FROM THE SPORTS DESK - Mr Hogg 

Term 3 Physical Education Term Overview 

Foundation: 

Students will be exploring activities that work on their coordination, and will be introduced to skipping and various 

ball handling skills. Students will touch on the skills learned at BTYC Gymnastics last term, as they look to        

consolidate the static and dynamic movements. In Week 6, students will head off for the Whole School Athletics 

Carnival and participate in the F-2 carnival. 

Year 1/2  

Year 1/2 students will be working hard with their coordination skills, learning a variety of dancing, skipping and 

gymnastics skills. Students will take part in the five week program at BTYC Gymnastics,   before starting to learn 

about the rules of baseball/softball, by playing games such as kickball and rounders, which will lead into playing 

more striking sports in Term 4. 

Year 3/4 

Students in middle school are focusing on team sports this term. They will be given a snapshot of a number of 

team sports at the start of the term, before as a cohort, we decide on which team sport to focus on as a unit.   

Additionally, they will be participating in the five week gymnastics course at BTYC Gymnastics on Monday        

afternoons. Students will be given the opportunity to qualify for District Athletics on the final week of term, with 

all results from the House Carnival being used to build the squad, while all students will participate in the Junior 

Hooptime program, which will be on the 31st of July at Mullum Mullum Basketball Stadium. 

Year 5/6 

This term the Grade 5/6 cohort will be participating in SEPEP (Sport Education Physical Education Program).     

Students will choose the sport that they want to run in their class, be taught up about it, then vote for captains, 

pick their teams, and gradually learn what it takes to be in control of a group of people. I see this as an important 

learning platform for students that will shortly go into Secondary School.  

During Week 4, students will head to the State Basketball Centre to participate in the Senior Hooptime        

Tournament. In Week 6, they will head to Bill Sewart Athletics Track to participate in the House Athletics       

Carnival, with our District Athletics squad chosen from the results from our carnival. 



ART ROOM NEWS - Ms De Stefanis 

Performing Arts Term 3 
This term is an exciting one as we prepare for our Whole School production. The dates for the         

performances are Tuesday September 17 and Wednesday September 18. 

Overview for this term: 

Foundation: Continuing to learn about Tempo, Beat, Pitch and Dynamics. Students will also experience 

a variety of drama activities as they are given opportunities to build their confidence and work on voice 

projection ready for our production. 

Year 1/2: Exploring sound - Learning about instrument categories: Idiophones, Chordophones,         

Aerophones, Electrophones and Membranophones. Students will also have opportunities to gain         

confidence on stage with voice projection and movement including stage blocking. 

Year 3/4: Continuing with learning how to read musical notes and symbols and play chords on the    

ukulele.  The four families of the orchestra will be explored and students will know how to categorize 

them correctly. Opportunity will be given for students to gain confidence in front of their peers as they 

prepare for the Production. 

Year 5/6: Learning how to read and play simple keyboard chords and continuing to develop skills on the 

ukulele with smooth chord changes and strumming patterns.  Senior students will also have more input 

into the production and be given opportunity to develop their confidence on stage. 

 

Term 3 in the Art Room 

Activities 

Our textile unit pushes creativity at the start of Term 3. Pop Artists such as Andy 

Warhol and Claes  Oldenburg are the inspiration for our junior and middle school. 

Foundation students have drawn giant foods and are tracing lines with thread and 

wrapping and stitching cardboard cut outs of large ice-cream designs. Level 1/2 stu-

dents are creating a running stitch on their giant ice-creams and weaving papers 

through the cone. The popular language of Emoji’s has influenced the year 3/4 stu-

dents as they design, cut, glue and stitch felt cushions. Our senior students have 

been studying Cubism and the portraits of Pablo Picasso. From drawing studies 

they have designed soft sculptures which explore textile techniques. 

The later part of the term will be our Design and Technology unit where students 

will assess, design, make and reflect on specific design challenges.  

 

Exhibitions 

The level 3/4 mini art show was held in week 2 and response from students and 

parents was fantastic. Thank you to all who attended. 

PERFORMING ARTS NEWS  - Mrs Keep 



MANDARIN - Mr Rock Kho 

Term 3 LOTE Mandarin Chinese Overviews 

 

 

 

 

FOUNDATION:   

In Term 3, students will be introduced to a new topic of Colours and being able to understand more class 

room instructions in Chinese. They will be learning 12 basic different colour names, and will be able to say 

what their favorite color is.  They will learn to tell what their family members’ favorite colours are by   

developing family words into Colours. Students will make a Chinese colour fish and paint their own house 

by using the  Chinese colour words learned in class. This term ‘Colour Song’ will be taught and memory / 

matching games will be played as part of their class learning activities.   

 

YEAR 1/2:  

This term, students will be introduced to a new topic of the Days of the Week, Months of the Year, 

learning the Chinese characters from 1 to 10 which will lead them to be able to write and say up to 99. 

They will be able to say the dates in Chinese and which will be extended to their birthday, being able to 

say when they were born in sentence form. Students will learn the Chinese version of Happy Birthday 

Song. 

 

YEAR 3/4:  

In Term 3, students will be introduced to a new topic of Countries, People, Flags and Languages, being 

able to say their nationality, languages they can speak and age including their other family members 

through a classroom task on ‘Self-introduction’. This will consolidate students’ oral skills and let them be 

able to say their names, age, relationship to other family members, languages they speak and nationalities.  

 

YEAR 5/6: 

With the basic understanding of the regional Chinese food learned in Term 2, this term students will  

continuously extend their knowledge of traditional Chinese food to today’s modern culinary culture    

including drinks and dessert. They will focus on learning extended vocabulary, Chinese grammar and    

situational dialogues associated with this food topic doing some roll plays. Students will learn how to    

order food at a Chinese restaurant, being able to understand the menus. 

谢谢(Xie xie / Thank you)    



Program News from Donvale OSHClub 

Hello to all families at Donvale PS. 
 

Hope you are all staying warm in this cold winter �  
 
Over the last two weeks we have all enjoyed NAIDOC week and experienced different activities based on an aboriginal theme.  
 
Over the next couple of weeks we have a few different projects we will focus on: 
 
Project 1- Plastic Free July 
 
For the coming week our focus will be to work on outside wall décor based on our project theme - Plastic Free July. (We will be 
continuing this project into August). 
 
The children will be researching good ideas from the internet to create our “Save Our Ocean wall”. 
 
We will be teaching children about conservation and recycling, making a conscious effort to help the planet and teach and inspire 
the next generation of forward thinkers to look at the planet as a wonderful gift that we must cherish and take care of as it has 
done so for us for thousands of years. 
 
***   Request to Parents   *** 
 
For this project we have decided to use recycled bottles to make planters and we are asking families to help us out.  
 
We would be most grateful if families could please bring in bottles of varying sizes as in the pictures below.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Project 2 – Book Week 
 
We will be introducing activities related to Book Week, in which we will give children opportunity to create a comic book, complete 
a reading book challenge and research different authors.  
 
Project 3 – Community links/parents’ involvement 
 
In the last Newsletter I mentioned that we will continue to involve families in our service and I am delighted that we have the first 
date confirmed from one of the parents who will teach children some embroidery skills.  
 
Parent 1   Fashion background, will be sharing knowledge on how to do different types of 
                 embroidery 
Date    15th August 2019 
 
Parent 2   Chef by profession, will be sharing some fantastic recipes with children.  
Date    TBA 
 
Parent 3   Radiotherapist by profession, will be sharing some X-ray films with children.  
Date   TBA 
 
 
Feedback & Community table 
 
If you haven’t yet filled in our questionnaire on program philosophy, we would greatly appreciate you taking just a couple of 
minutes to do so as this helps us to improve our service and include your voice in our program. 
 



We Need You!   
 
If you have any spare time and skills you would like to share with us, please come in and talk to Jeevika or Clare. We are looking 
for volunteers who can show us some tips and tricks on any of the following activities:  
 
- Sewing  
- Gardening 
- Basic First aid teaching to children  
- Cross-stitching  
- Woodwork  
- Pottery  
- Dancing  
 
and any other skills you would love to share with us. Thank you in advance. 
 

Next Week’s Activities 

 

OSHC program phone: 0402 362 443  
 
Email: donvale@oshclub.com.au   
 
Coordinator: Jeevika Mattoo   
Assistant: Clare Bullow  
 
OSHClub Head Office & Accounts:  1300 395 735 & oshaccounts@junioradventuresgroup.com.au   
 
All families must be enrolled to attend the program. Please create an account online at www.oshclub.com.au  
 
If you have any issues managing or changing your account details, please contacts the accounts team on the above phone    
number or email. 

  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

BSC BOOK WEEK - 
Let's make      
bookmarks  

Reading Chal-
lenge for Book 
Week 

Design A Book 
Cover 

Book Character 
Masks 

Cartoon Book 

ASC Create own       
language book 

Book Reading by 
Author 

Harry Potter 
Glasses 

Autumn word 
search 

Comic books 

Menu at Aftercare Jaffles Chicken noodles Fried rice Rice crackers Banana Bread 

mailto:donvale@oshclub.com.au
mailto:oshaccounts@junioradventuresgroup.com.au
http://www.oshclub.com.au/


PARENT ASSOCIATION NEWS 

Recess Treats 

There will be Hot Chocolate and Popcorn available in the       
Canteen for $1 each on Friday 

 

 

Meal Deal 

Forms are coming home today for the croissant meal deal 
that will be available next Friday. 

 

Please ensure you complete and return the form on time if 

you want your child to participate 

Meal Deal 

Book Fair 

Mark your calendar on Monday 
26 – Wednesday 28

th
 August for 

our annual book fair 

Help Needed 

Volunteer parents needed! 

Please have a look at the signup 
zone and put your name down if you 
can help us with Recess treats, Meal 

https://signup.zone/sLvwxb5zTStQ8n5Ra (the link is also available on Compass) 
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               Birthday Wishes To 
                      Toby S, Sigi W, Tathianna P, Andrew C, Harrison B, Hugo Y 

                      

              Who are celebrating birthdays from the 2nd to 15th August 

BASKETBALL NEWS 

On Saturday 20th July, Ms Geary made 

a special visit to Mullum Mullum        

Stadium to watch one of the under 9’s 

boys Blackburn Vikings teams that is 

made up of Donvale Primary            

students.  The boys and their parents 

really appreciated Ms Geary coming 

out to visit and to help cheer the boys 

on to a 19-12 win against               

Bulleen.  Thanks again Ms Geary! 

Pictured left-to-right:   Parham A, Jason S, Thomas M, Harry B, Ms 

Geary, Jimmy T, Kingsley L, Mitchell B with Jasmine B and Brooke B 

The Department of Education & Training, Donvale Primary School its Management, and teachers do not endorse 

the products or services of any advertiser listed in this publication. No representation, warranty or undertaking is 

given or made in relation to the accuracy or  completeness of the  information presented in this publication, or any 

claims made by the advertisers.  

Allergen Update – Oporto 31 July 2019 

Oporto Australia wishes to advise Allergy & Anaphylaxis Australia of the introduction of products containing tree nut and peanut       

ingredients to their menu. 

The initial product being introduced is a snacking item in the form of a donut containing choc-hazelnut filling and as such contains tree nuts.  

The introduction of this product also effects the allergen status of the current caramel filled donuts on our menu as they are   

handled and displayed together, therefore this product will also have tree nuts declared as an allergen. 

Our instore allergen guidance and websites have been updated to reflective this change to the menu. 

Oporto ‘Hazelnut and Caramel Donuts’ will be available nationwide as of 31st July 2019. 

Please note that additional products may be introduced in the future that effect the tree nut and peanut allergen status of our products.     

We advise all consumers to review allergen information on our website carefully in advance every time you purchase a 

product to ensure awareness of any changes and that your dietary needs are met.  You can find allergen information for all 

products at https://www.oporto.com.au   

Allergen information is also available in store, please feel free to ask one of our friendly team members to provide you with this information 

to support your dining choices. 

https://www.oporto.com.au/




 

     GET YOUR ORDERS IN NOW 

     TERM 3 CATALOGUE CLOSES 

                12 AUGUST, 2019 

Saturday 3rd August 




